ON THE REPRESENTATIONS OF A NUMBER AS THE
SUM OF THREE SQUARES
BY

PAUL T. BATEMANC)
1. Introduction.
Let rB(n) denote the number of representations
positive integer n as the sum of 5 squares, that is, the number-theoretic
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if (A, k) = 1. He remarked:
"When 5 = 2 or 5>8, this conclusion is false. The
cases s = 3 and 5 = 4 are exceptional.
The conclusion is true, but new difficulties arise in the proof because the series used are not all absolutely convergent. These difficulties are easily surmounted
when 5 = 4, but are more
serious when s = 3."
It is the purpose of this paper to show that in spite of these convergence
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(') The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness
to Professor Hans Rademacher,
who suggested this problem and gave much helpful advice.
(2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. The Hardy proof
is summarized in Hardy [l, 2], given in detail for s = 5 and 5 = 8 in Hardy [3], given in detail
for 5 = 7 in Stanley [l], given in a revised form by A. Oppenheim and G. Pall in Dickson [2,
chap. 13], and given for 5 = 8 in Hardy [5, pp. 148-153]. There is also an elegant treatment
in
Estermann [2]. We shall discuss the method of proof in more detail in §2.
(3) Logically, Bk{n) should have a subscript or superscript to indicate its dependence on j.
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difficulties, the Hardy proof can essentially be carried over to these cases.
The case 5 = 4 is rather easy, for we shall see (§3) that absolute convergence
can be restored by the device of grouping together certain terms (4). For 5 = 3,
more powerful methods are needed; however we shall show (§§4, 5, 6, 7) that
this case can be successfully handled by supplementing
the formalities of the
Hardy method with a limit process of the type used by Hecke [1; 2]. Naturally the results obtained in both cases agree with the classical results obtained from the study of quadratic
forms (cf. Bachmann
[2, chap. 6] and

Dickson [l, chaps. 7 and 8]).
In the case s = 2, the Hardy proof is no longer even formally correct.
Actually pi(n) = 2r2(n), as was asserted by Ramanujan
[l, §15] and as is
easily proved by summing the singular series and comparing
the result
with the known formula for r2(n).
For s>4, the singular series ©,(«) is positive and | ©,(») —1| has an
upper bound less than unity; also the series
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converges uniformly in n (in fact its value is {f(s/2 — 1)}/{(1 — 2~s/2)f(s/2)},
where f denotes the Riemann zeta function).
For s = 4, the singular series
converges to a positive value, but this value <S4(w) is unbounded
above and
also can be arbitrarily
close to zero (cf. the remark at the end of §3) ; moreover the series (1.04) diverges, although the series
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does converge—but
not, of course, uniformly in n (cf. the beginning of §3).
For 5 = 3, 2, the singular series converges to a non-negative
value, but this
value may be zero and on the other hand is unbounded
above (cf. Hardy and
Wright [l, §18.7] and the remarks at the end of §4 of this paper); furthermore the singular series is not absolutely convergent,
even in the sense of
(1.05). The convergence difficulties that arise in the Hardy proof itself in
the cases 5 = 3, 4 are even more serious, as we shall point out in §§3 and 4.
The idea of using modular functions
to find exact formulas for r,(n)
stems from Mordell. Shortly before Hardy's work he [l ] successfully treated
the case of even s without, however, starting from the suggestive singular
series. He in fact showed that the method could be extended to give the
other arithmetical
functions which must be added to pa(n) to give the exact
formulas for even 5 greater than 8. After Hardy's work he [2] was able to
(4) This remark essentially goes back to Mordell [l, p. 97]. Kloostermann
[l] has applied
similar methods to get exact formulas for the number of representations
of a number in the

form a^+y-fcz^+c/2

for c = 3, 5, 6, 7.
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extend this to odd 5 greater than 8. The real reason why p,{n) alone does not
give exact formulas for 5>8 was explained by Siegel [l, pp. 581-582].
The singular
series
is, for any
s, just
the Fourier
series
of
T¡—'l^Y{s/2)n1~íl2rs{n), in the sense in which that term is used in the theory of
almost periodic arithmetical
functions (cf. Kac [l]). It arises naturally also
if we seek merely to find an asymptotic
formula for rs{n) by the circle method
of Hardy,
Littlewood,
and Ramanujan.
In fact Hardy and Ramanujan
proved by this method (cf. Hardy [l] and Ramanujan
[l, §15])

(1.06)

r.f»

= Ps(n) + (Din"*)

(s ^ 5).

Naturally Hardy and Ramanujan
did not publish this particular application
of the circle method in detail, inasmuch as exact formulas are available in
this case(6).
The singular series @„(w) can be summed in a number of ways. The most
general method is due to Hardy [3; 4] and rests on the fact that Bk{n) is
multiplicative
in k; this method is useful for all 5 ^ 2 and is in fact the method
which we shall use (§4) for summing the series in the case 5 = 3. Ramanujan

[l, §§10-11 and 14-15] sketched two methods which work for all even 5; he
used them to prove that ps(n) gives the known formulas for rs(n) for 5 = 4, 6, 8.
Estermann
[l, pp. 194-195] gave a method which can be applied for all even
5, but which appears in the literature only for s divisible by 8 (cf. Hardy [5,
pp. 139-146]) ; it is the method which is easiest to use for 5 = 2 to verify that
p2{n) =2r2{n). Finally we show in §3 how for 5 = 4 an evaluation of the singular series comes out as a by-product
of the Hardy method ; the same is true

for all even 5 2:4.
2. Notation, general

lemmas, and method. Throughout
the paper the
letter p will denote the general odd prime, G, C2, ■ • • will stand for positive
absolute constants, and G(r), C2{t), • • ■ will denote positive constants depending only upon the parameter r. As usual {n/k) will denote the symbol
of quadratic residuacity;
we shall understand
it to be zero if {n, k)>\,
unity
if k = l, and defined in the customary way otherwise (cf. Landau [4, Definitions 18—19]). Further
Xi mod * will mean that j runs through a reduced
residue system modulo k. Other notations will be explained as used.
We must make an agreement about powers of the form (hi —kir)112 and
{h —kr)112, where h and k are integers and r is a complex variable in the
half-plane 3(r) >0. For k^O, the quantity in parentheses varies in a certain
half-plane and thus there is no difficulty in defining the square root. In all
cases (even for k = 0) we agree to take that branch which has values with
(6) Professor Rademacher often proves (1.06) in his lectures, inasmuch as it is the simplest
application of the circle method. Kloostermann
(cf. [2, p. 407]) has proved a more general
estimate of this type for the number of representations
of a positive integer n in the form
diXj-l- • • ■ +aax"t, where ai, • • • , a, are positive integers and 5^5. Kloostermann's
result
would give (1.06) as a special case, but with an exponent 5/4 + e in the error term.
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positive real part for purely imaginary r. The case h = 0, k<0 will not occur,
and consequently
our definition is unambiguous.
Our choice of branch coincides with the usual principal value of the square root except for the case of
(hi —kir)1'2 with k <0, for which we take the square root in the upper or lower
half-plane
according
as h is positive or negative.
Powers of the form
(hi —kir)"12 and (h —kr)"12 will be understood to mean the ordinary 5th powers
of the square roots specified above. (Throughout,
5 is a positive integer.) All
other powers will have their usual principal values.
It is well known that r¡(h, k) is an eighth root of unity if h and k are relatively prime and of opposite parity; otherwise r¡(h, k) is zero. In fact (for h
any integer and k a positive integer) we have

(2.01)

if
Aw)

v(h, k) =

Ii(*-1)/4

for h even, k odd,

ihli

for h odd, k even.

Also, for any positive integers h and k, we have the reciprocity
r¡(h, k)=ewilir¡( —k, h). (For these facts see, for example, Landsberg

or Bachmann

formula
[l, §2]

[l, chap. 7].)

For our purposes it is useful to extend (artificially)
the definition
rj(h, k) to negative values of k, provided h^O, through the equation

(2.02)

v(h, k) = r](-h,

With this convention

(2.03)

,(*,*)-

-É)e(Bi«"*)'»-/2

(h?*0,k?¿0).

we have the more general reciprocity

(eTil4v(-k, h)
le"!\(-k,
\ j;
' h)

formula

if h > 0, k ^ 0, or if h j¿ 0, k > 0,

if k < 0, k < 0.

Also it is easy to check that in view of (2.02) and our convention
roots we have

(2.04)
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The following lemmas

kir)1'2

v(—k, h)

—-

(h -

kr)1'2

(k^O.k^O).

will also be essential.

Lemma 2.1. If k is an even positive integer and h is an odd integer, then

(

'

of

\\h+k\)

\\h\r
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This is easy to deduce

complement

(Landau

from the quadratic

[July

reciprocity

law and its second

[4, Satz 93-95]).

Lemma 2.2. If k is a positive integer and h is an odd integer, then

t){h+ k, k) = (y--Je—¡*(*-i)/4.
In view of the formulas (2.01) this result follows from
reciprocity law if k is odd and from Lemma 2.1 if k is even.

the quadratic

Lemma 2.3. If h is an odd integer and k is any integer, the expression

/

k \

g-iU(*-l)/4
e-*

{hi - kir)1'2
\Tä]7(ä7

is unchanged if we replace h by —h and k by —k.
This is easy to check if we recall the convention made earlier concerning
(hi —kir)112 and use the first complement
of the quadratic
reciprocity
law

(Landau

[4, Satz 92]).

Lemma 2.4. If X is a nonprincipal
residue character
integer relatively prime to k, and if g is any integer, then

X X(g + mv)

modulo k, if m is an

< 2k1'2 log k.

This is a generalization
of a theorem of Pólya [l] and can be proved by
combining the arguments
of Schur [l, p. 34] and Landau [3, pp. 85-86].
In terms of our notation
(which is a little less cumbersome
than
Hardy's)
the proof given by Hardy of the equality rs(n) =ps(n) for 5=^5=^8
runs roughly as follows(6). For 3(r)>0 he compares the two functions
¥.(t)

= 1 + X ps(»)eTir"

(2.06)
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= 1 + X r.(n)e'ir» = ( X «Tir"2) -

showing

that

\n=—oo

they are identical.

/

The finite inner sum in

(s) We introduce this brief sketch of Hardy's proof in order that we may discuss where his
argument breaks down for 5 = 3, 4. Also, it enables us to abbreviate the presentation of our
proofs for 5 = 3, 4.
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the above definition (2.06) of ^(t)
is less in absolute value than k and thus
by absolute convergence
the two infinite summations
may be permuted
(for 5^5); this gives
CO
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and formula (2.04) then lead to
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(In the actual application
of Hardy's method in this paper, specifically in
§§3, 6, 7, we shall use the notation A?¿0 or k^0 under a summation sign to
indicate that A or k, respectively,
is to run over all the integers other than
zero; similarly for other restrictions
on the variable of summation.)
Since
5^5, the double series of partial fractions in (2.09) is absolutely convergent

(cf. Ford [l, pp. 151-152]).

Using this fact in connection with (2.05), one

easily finds from the second expression

(2.10)

*.(~l/r)

for ^(t)

in (2.09) that

= (-íY)"2*.(r).

Also it is well known that $3(01 r)* satisfies the same functional

(cf. Landsberg

[l, §l] or Whittaker

and Watson

theory of modular functions(7) it is proved that if a function
in the upper half-plane and satisfies the four conditions

F(t+2)=F(t),
lim sup | F(t) I < »,

equation

(2.10)

[l, p. 475]). Now in the
F(t) is analytic

F(-1/t)=F(t),
lim sup | F(l — 1/r) | < »,

(7) The modular group r is the group of all substitutions of the form t' = (aT-\-b)/{cT-\-d)i
where a, b, c, d are integers such that ad— bc = \. We are interested here in the subgroup Y,
(of index 3 in r) consisting of those substitutions
such that either a¡s¡d = 0 (mod 2) or b=c
= 0 (mod 2). In the upper half-plane the region in which |t| >1 and | 'R.(t) | <1, along with
either the left-hand or the right-hand half of its boundary, constitutes a fundamental region for
r3. The fact quoted in the text is another way of saying that if a function is analytic in the upper
half-plane, invariant under r3, and bounded in the fundamental region of r3, then it must be a

constant (cf. Ford [l, p. 94]). For brief outlines of the theory of modular functions, see Dick-

son [2, pp. 202-204] or Hardy [5, pp. 146-148].
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then it must be a constant. The ratio ^.(t) =S&s(t)/$3(0|
upper half-plane, since, in view of the relation

t)' is analytic

in the

Û0

M0\

t) = II i1 - e25ri"r)(l + e(2n-»™)2
n=i

(cf. Whittaker and Watson [l, p. 473] or Hardy and Wright [l, §19.8]), the
function #3(0|t) has no zeros there. Also $,(t) satisfies the first three of the
conditions (2.11), the second of them by (2.10), the first and third because
both ^f,{r) and #3(0|t)s possess power series in eriT convergent
in the upper
half-plane and beginning with the constant term 1. Hence, in order to prove
that the functions ^«(t) and t?3(0|r)s are identical
(and thus r.{n)=p,{n)
for every positive integer n), it suffices to show that lim sup,...-«, | f>,(l — 1/r) |
<oo. This is effected as follows. Taking the first expression for ^„(t) in
(2.09) and using Lemma 2.2, Lemma 2.3, and the absolute convergence of the
double sum in (2.09), one easily obtains
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By using (2.08) again (this time in the opposite direction) and the absolute
convergence of the resulting iterated infinite sum, it is easy to obtain
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if m = s (mod 8).
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and Watson [l, p. 475])
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So far all the arguments in Hardy's proof have been valid for any 5^5, but
at this point the condition 5 5=8 comes into play. Under this condition the
least positive integer congruent to 5 modulo 8 is 5 itself, so that $„(1 —1/r)
has a finite limit as r—H». Thus í>a(r) =1ír8(r)/í?3(0|T)s
satisfies the fourth of
the conditions (2.11) and hence must be identically 1. This completes our
version of Hardy's
proof that rs(n)=p,(n)
for 5£¿5£l8. Of course (2.16)
gives as a side result exact formulas for the number of representations
of a
non-negative
integer as a sum of 5 triangular numbers.
The difficulties involved in carrying over the above proof to the cases 5 = 4
and s = 3 will be discussed at the beginning of §§3 and 4 respectively.
3. The case 5 = 4. In applying the Hardy method just sketched to the
case 5 = 4 we encounter a difficulty at the very beginning in interchanging
the
infinite summations in (2.06) in order to get (2.07). This is easily overcome as
follows. Let us put (following Ramanujan
[l]) Ck(n) = £j m0d k e~2*i>nlk.
Then, in view of (2.01), Bk(n) =k~2^2h mod 2k r¡(h, k)ie~1'ihnlk has the value

h~2Ck(n) if & is odd and the value —k~2Cik(n) if k is even. Using the multiplicativity

of Ck(n) in k and its evaluations

for k a prime-power

(cf. Hardy

[4, pp. 264-265], Hardy [5, pp. 137-139]) we easily find that |C*(ra)|
£i(A, n)^n.
Thus |ßi(«)|
%.k~2n. This inequality easily allows us to make
the desired interchange in order of summation, so that as in (2.09) we arrive
at the following series of partial fractions

(3.01)

*4(r)=-Z
2

lc

(A,Jt)=.l,A=A;+l(mod 2) (A — kr)2

We know that the series in (3.01) is convergent,
because of the way in
which it arose. Multiplying it by the absolutely convergent series £4 0dd>o k~2
and using the fact that the Dirichlet product of an absolutely convergent
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series and a convergent

series is convergent
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(cf. Landau

[2, §§184-185],

we

easily obtain
x2

(3.02)

-r*4(r)=-X

1 _
2

_

(-1)*

X

A *=fc+l(mod2)

{h — kr)2

where the condition {h, k) = 1 has been removed. (This step is a departure
from the method outlined in §2, but is very convenient
for even 5.)
As it stands the iterated summation
in (3.02) is convergent
but not absolutely convergent.
However, as remarked by Mordell [l], it becomes absolutely convergent
if we group together
the two terms with h = 2p—l,
k = 2v and h = 2p, k = 2v — \ respectively,
where p, v is any pair of integers.
Thus we may reverse the order of summation in (3.02), and this fact enables

us to show that
(3.03)

*4(-l/r)

A similar argument

(3.04)

= -

t2^4(t).

is needed in treating

t2

/
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_
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2

T

—*4(l-)=-r2XX7J-Lrr-

_,

(-1)*

koiä {hr + k)2

Here we group together the two terms for which h has a given value and k
has the values 2m and 2w+l
respectively,
m being any integer. Reversing
the order of summation
in (3.04) and applying (2.08), we get

(3.05)

*"2

/

!\

8

\

T /

—^4(1-)

^

= - 2x2rVir X <r(2»+ 1)e*
n=0

where a{m) denotes the sum of the divisors of m. Having arrived at (3.03)
and (3.05), we easily conclude as in §2 that ^(t)
and#3(0|r)4
are identically
equal, so that r±{n) = p4(w) for every positive integer n.
If we reverse the steps used to get (3.01), that is, if we apply the Lipschitz formula (2.08) in the reverse direction, we naturally
come back to

(2.07) and (2.06) (with 5 = 4). However,
we easily find

(3.06)

if we apply this process to (3.02)

— *4(r) = — + -K2X eTir"X (-l^*"»«»/*-»«*,
8

8

n=i

rf|n

so that, in view of (2.06), Pi{n) is 8 times the sum of the (odd) divisors of n
if n is odd, and 24 times the sum of the odd divisors of n if n is even. Thus we
have proved the following theorem.

Theorem

A. For any positive integer n we have

ri{n) = pi{n) = 8 X

d.
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equal to#3(0|r)4,
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(3.05) and (2.15) show that if

n is a non-negative
integer, the number of representations
of n as the sum of
four triangular
numbers is equal to 16(7(2«+1). This well known fact can of
course be deduced from Theorem A itself, since the number of representations of n as the sum of four triangular
numbers is equal to the number of
representations
of 8ra+4 as the sum of four odd squares, which in turn is
equal to r4(8« + 4) —r4(2w+1).
In the case 5 = 4 (and also for 5 = 6, 8) the main advantage
of Hardy's
method as compared
with Mordell's
earlier method is one of motivation.
Hardy uses the singular series as in (2.06) to construct a function ^„(r) which
is to be compared with t?3(0| t)!. On the other hand Mordell, in the case 5 = 4,
for example, merely defines ^4(t) by (3.02) and then proves it identical to
^3(01 r)4 as above. After that it is a simple matter to express ^4(t) as a power
series in erir as in (3.06) above and equate the coefficient of eliT" with r4(w).
For odd 5 the advantages
of Hardy's method are more striking, for it would
be difficult to find the appropriate
series analogous to (3.02) without starting
from the singular series; in fact Mordell found it impossible until after Hardy's

work.
The above explicit evaluation of Pi(n) shows that ©4(w) = p4(«)/(7r2w) can
have order of magnitude
anywhere from 1/n to log log re. In fact if « = 2X
(X = l, 2, • • • ), then ©4(«) =24/(7r2w). On the other hand if n is twice the
[log A]th power of the product of the first k primes, it is not hard to see
that as k—>» we have <S4(«) = 8<r(n)/(Tr2n)~6ir~2ey
log log n, where 7 is Euler's constant.
(Cf. Landau [2, §59]. Actually lim supn.» {©4(«)/log log »}
= 67T-2eT.)

4. The case 5 = 3. Evaluation of the singular series. In applying the
Hardy method sketched in §2 to the case 5 = 3, we cannot even make the
original exchange of order of summation
needed to go from (2.06) to (2.07).
Further, the double series of partial fractions which we get formally, namely

(-iry2

2 S,"

(hi-

kir)3'2

probably does not converge anyway. Thus we are obliged to modify
Hardy method somewhat. We arbitrarily
start with the double series
00

00

*3,,(r) = 1 + E

E

v(h, ky

ic=i h=-<x, (hi — kir)3121 hi — kir\

1
(4.01)

= 1+

(-iT)W\

+ i£E
2 fc^oh^o

_jV

!
(hi — kir)312 I hi — kir\'

the
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where a is a positive number and the two expressions for "F3|0.(t) are equivalent
by (2.04). (It will be convenient later on to assume also that a^ 1/2.) After
proving in the present section that the singular series converges for 5 = 3 and
has a sum such that the definition (2.06) of ^(r)
has meaning, we shall in §5
show that the iterated sum in (4.01) does converge for any positive <r and
that its sum ^.„(t)
has the property lim„-_o ^.«-(t) = \Ir3(T). Thus the desired
properties of ^(t)
can be inferred from a study of the properties of ^3l0.(r).
In §6 we shall study the effect of the substitution
r'= — 1/t and in §7 we
shall study ^.„(l —1/t) in order to determine the behavior of ^3(1 —1/t) as
r—►»oo.

After giving the above general outline of the procedure to be followed for
5 = 3, we turn to the main task of this section, namely proving that the singular series <2>3(»)= X"-i Bk{n) converges. Since clearly
(4.02)

BHkt{n) = Bkl(n)Bk2{n)

it is necessary

first of all to evaluate

done by Hardy

if {ku k2) = 1,

Bk{n) for k a prime-power.

This has been

[3, pp. 270-275], but in a notation slightly different from

ours.
In [3] Hardy

used the singular

©»(«) = T. Ak{n),

series in the slightly

Ak{n) = X'

k=l

(¿-1

X

h mod k \

jmod

\Bk{n)

\i2\k,

less convenient

form

e2rih>2'k
J r""»".
k

/

It is easily seen that

Ak{n) = ■ 0

if 2 I k, 4j¿,
. Bk/ï(
Bm{n)
Bh/2{n) if 4 I k,

(4.03)

so that the two forms of the singular seriei
series are equivalent, provided the even
and odd numbered terms converge separi
separately.
separately. This is certainly the case for
5^4,
5 =: 4, since then X"-i |-S*(«)|
|-S<t(w)| converges
converges,
rerges, and also turns out to be the case
for 5 = 3 and 5 = 2.
By referring to Hardy's formulas 1 (cf.
also
(cf. <
also Dickson
Dickson [2,
[2, pp.
pp. 215-222])
215-222]) and
and
using (4.03) we find the following evaluati
evaluations:
aluations: if v is an even positive integer,
if 2'~2\n,

(4.041)

B2*{n) =

cos 4-1(2-'+2w

-

3)w

if 2'-21 n, 2-"+2w m 3 (mod4),
if 2"-2| n, 2~'+2n ^ 3 (mod 4),
if p"-l\n,

(4.042) Bp'{n) =

-¿-W2-1

if p"-11 n, p"\n,

ip - i)r,/2-i

if p"I n.
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If v is an odd positive

(4.043) Bi»(n) =

integer

Í0

if 2"~l\n,

2-"'2 cos 4-1(2-"+2» - 3);r

if 2""11 n,

0

if p"-1\n,

(4.044) Bp'(n)

81

-(H-U/2

if p"-l\

n, p"\n,

(^

if p" | ».

[0

For the remainder of this section the summation
letters
over the positive integers, with limitations as specified.

k, l, m will run

Lemma 4.1. If n is a fixed positive integer, the series

-4w\ 1

z (=r)

quarefree
k equarefree

\

K
R

/

K

converges to the positive value

K(-An)

ß{l)

£
(i,4n)=l

where y(l) is the Möbius function

K(-4n)

I

and, in the notation

of Landau

[4, Part 4],

'-4ra\ 1
- z(-^>
m \

m

/ Ím

By Landau [4, Satz 99, 141, 152] the series for K( —in) converges to a
positive value. Also the series £(¡,4»)=i y(l)l~2 is absolutely convergent and
has a positive value, namely 1/ { 23a,4n)=i l~2} ■Hence Dirichlet multiplication
of these two series yields a series which converges to the product of the respective sums (cf. Landau [2, §185]). But

4n)=l

I

(m,4n)-l

\

Í»

/

Í»

()b,4n)=l

-

so that

Lemma

£
k equarefree,

\

fc /

(fc,4n)=l

*

{=t)t
\
K

Pm=k

/

K

4.1 is proved.

If £ is an odd prime not dividing n, formulas (4.042) and (4.044) tell us

that
Bv(n)

Bp2(n) = BXn) = • • • = 0.
\ p ) p

Thus for k odd and prime to n we have by (4.02)
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(~n\ I ß^k)I

4.1 the series

(4.05) E *W(fc,4n) = l

/: odd,k

Z

ßquarefree

(?U\

/o /

Z

/c

¿ Bquarefree

(=£){
\

K

/

K

converges to a positive value. (We introduce the factor 4 so that we may
drop the condition k odd and also so that —4n becomes a discriminant
number, which facilitates
reference to the literature.)
Now by the formulas

(4.04) the series
X»{n) = 1 + B2(n) + B#{n) -\-

and
Xp{n) = 1 + Bp{n) + Bp*{n) + • • •
are finite in length. Since the series (4.05) is convergent and since the sum of a
finite number of convergent series is convergent,
we can by (4.02) assert the
convergence of the singular series
00

X Bk{n) = {1 + Bt{n) + B2*{n) + ■ • ■ }
4=1

• { IT (1 + Bp{n)+ BXn) +■■■)]
\ p\n

J

X Bk{n).
(*,4n) = l

(Notice that the even and odd terms of the singular series converge separately,
as stated above.) Furthermore,
by (4.05) and Lemma 4.1 we have

(4.06)

¿5*(»)

= x*(»){ll *.(»)} { Z

k=l

\ p|n

J

P{l)l~2)K{-4n).

\(l,ln)=l

/

Using (4.041) and (4.043) we evaluate xÁn)- Suppose a is that non-negative integer such that 4"|«, 4"+1jw. Then
Xa(«) = 1 + B2{n) + B2*{n) + • • • + 5¡¡*-i(») + Bf+'in)

= 1 - 1/2 - 1/22Putting

+ B^-^{n)

l/2a + 5ü*.+i(n) + B2w{n).

n* = 4~an, we have the following results.

If w* = 7(mod 8), X2(«) =0;

if n* = 3 (mod 8), X2(«) = l/2a; if «* = 1, 2, 5, 6 (mod 8), xs(«) =3/2a+1.
Now we evaluate XpM for an odd prime p dividing n. Suppose b is that
non-negative
integer such that p2b\n, p2b+2\n. Then if p2b+1\n, xP{n) has
Bpn+t{n) as its last term and thus is given by
XP{n) = l + (p-

l)/p2 + ■ ■ ■ + (p -

l)/p»+i

-

l/p*+2,
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while if p2h+i\n, Xv(n) has Bv*^(n)

as its last term and thus is given by

p-1

p-1

Xv(n) = 1 + ——

+ ••• +

p2

83

Thus if p is an odd prime dividing

/-■h-2b
/-p~2hn\

pb+1

\

1

p

I pb+1

n we may write in either case

X

(4.07)

where b = b(p) is the largest integer such that p2h\ n. In particular if p\ n but
p2\n, then Xp(n) —1— Í/P2- Note that in any case Xv(n) 1S positive. Thus by

(4.05) the series

E Bk(n)= |llxp(»)}
i odd

•

\ pin

E B,(n)
)

(fc,4ri)=l

has a positive value, while ^Jk=i Bk(n) = x¡(n) Ek°dd Bk(n) is positive
Xi(n) =0> that is, unless n is of the form 4a(8m + 7).

unless

By (1.01) and (4.06) we have
p3(ra) = 2ttw1/2@3(w) = 2-KnwY.Bk(n)

I p|n 1 — 1/p2)

Uodd

I2 )

Using (4.07) we get

P3(«) = — wi'2x2w^(-4«)

n

( 1 +—+

•••

#» ,4 V , ),, )
16

_

/

1 (

/-p~2n\

T

p2|„

\

^V

\

p

1) -1
/

p !

¿M^m
Now in view of the values of X2M it is clear that
»I/2X2(»)

=

(4»M*)1/2X2(4°M*)

also ÜC(—An) =K( —An*); hence p¡(n) =p3(n*).

= M*1/2X2(«*);

But since
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(t^K*>

K{-4p2g) = U

for any odd prime p (and any positive

integer

g), we have

P.(»*) = X P*in*/d2),
d2|n*

where for 4jw

if n = 7 (mod 8),

16
Ps{n) = — n1/2X2{n)K{-4:n),

if m sa 3 (mod 8),

xz{n) =

7T

3/2 if

1, 2, 5, 6 (mod 8).

Hence if we put more generally

0 if n = 0, 4, 7 (mod 8),
(4.09)

Pd{n) = — nll2K{-4n),

Gn =

■w

16 if » = 3 (mod 8),
24 if n m 1, 2, 5, 6 (mod 8),

we have finally

P»(»)= Z ^(Vd2).

(4.10)

The series i£( —4«) (defined in Lemma 4.1) can be summed

in finite form

(cf. Landau [4, Satz 214, 217, 219]), but we shall not enter further into this
part of the matter.
Chowla [l] has shown that there exists a positive constant G such that
for a certain infinite sequence of squarefree positive integers q congruent to 1
modulo 4 we have K{ —4q) > G log log 4q. This shows that for n tending to
infinity Pz(n) =fi(w1/2loglog (4w)), so that a fortiori p3(w) = £2(ra1/2loglog (4»))
and ©3(w)=£2(log log (4w)). However
Lemma
5.2 below shows that
©3(w) =0(log (4») log log (4«)) for all positive integers n. On the other side
©3(«) is of course zero for one sixth of all positive integers n (cf. Landau

[1, pp. 305-306]).
5. The case s = 3. Proof of the limit property of ^.„(t).
In §4 we showed
that for any positive integer n the singular series ©3(«) = X"=i Bk{n) converges to a non-negative value given by (4.08). By Lemma 5.2 below we have
p3(») = 2x«1/2@3(w)

Thus the series

Z^-i

< C2n112 log (4m) log log (4w).

Pi{n)e*irn converges

for 3(t)>0

00

*3(r)

is well defined.

= 1 + X P3(w)e"r"

and the function
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In this section we show that the double
^3,o-(t), converges for <r>0 and that

(5.01)

series in (4.01), the definition

85
of

lim ¥,..(t) = *,(t).
<r->0

We begin with a number of preliminary lemmas and remarks concerning the
singular series.
We have spoken so far of the singular series X^=i Bk{n) only for n a positive integer. However,
the definition
Bk{n)=k~zl2
X* mod 24 i){h, k)ze~rihnlk
makes sense for any integer n and in this section we shall in fact be obliged

to deal with the case «5=0. Fortunately
the formulas (4.04) still hold good, for
Hardy's derivation of them does not require that n be positive.
All we really need to know about the singular series for w^O is that the
series X¡T=i Bk(n)k~" converges for any positive a and is uniformly less than
a constant times some power of (|»| +1), say. However the singular series
itself does actually
converge
for «i=0. In fact for any n the series
XiT-i Bk(n)k~a converges for <r> —1/2, although the convergence is absolute

only for tr>0.
If « is a negative integer such that —«is not a square, then ( —4n/m) is
still a nonprincipal character modulo 14w| ; thus Lemma 4.1, our demonstration in §4 of the convergence of Z"-i Bk{n), and formula (4.08) are all still
valid. If —n is a square, other considerations
are necessary.

Lemma 5.1. If n is an integer such that —n is not a square, then any partial
sum of the {convergent) series

-An\
¿(

1

m ) m

is less in absolute value than log 14» |.
For the proof put Sk= Xm=i( —4w/m) and let d be the largest value of
15*| for any positive integer k. (This maximum exists because, under the
hypotheses,
( —4n/m) is a nonprincipal
character modulo |4w|.) By partial
summation we have
M / —4m\

1

M~l

z(—V-=z m(m +1)

m=i\

m

/m

m_i

Sm
+ —
M

Thus if M>d,
I M / — An\

11a-1

m

M~l

d

d

Z(—)Z VziT+
£ -rÍTTT
ffl / «I ^ m=i
m(m + 1)
m=d
m(m +1) + ^
M

l«-i\

d-i

i

= Z-^T+i
m_i m +

1

d

= Z1

i

m=\ m
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we clearlv have

«/-4.W
,,.=1 \

Since obviously

Ml

m / »Î
n I

d ;£ | m|, we have Em-i

= L-sEm=l

W

d

1

m=l

»W

wí_1<l+log¿<log|4w|,

which proves

Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. If —n is not a square, the series ©3(m) = X/tLi Bk(n) converges
and any partial sum thereof is less in absolute value than C2 log | An | log log 14« |.
The convergence
was already
pointed
out above. From (4.06) we
see that any partial sum of ]C*°=i Bk(n) is less in absolute
value than
2 { Hî>u(l —1/py1 }tt2/& times the upper bound of the absolute values of the

partial sums of £m=i( —in/m)m~1.
"■' T-r /
-711(1--)

1 V1

4 p|A

where <p denotes

pI

the Euler

=

But (cf. Hardy and Wright

7T2

-i"|

« |

4 fa\ n\ )

function.

Thus

[l, §22.8])

< c, log log . 4m.

Lemma

5.2 follows from Lemma

5.1.
Lemma 5.3. If n^O and if L is the largest square dividing
\Bk(n)\ ^2L1'2/k^2(n,
ky'2/k^2\n\1'2/k.
An examination

of the formulas

(n, A), then

(4.04) reveals that (if v is a positive integer)

I Bi"(n)I ^ 2°+72",

I Bp'(n)| ^ pb/p">

where a is the largest integer such that 4°| n, and b —b(p) is the largest integer
such that p2b\n, p being any odd prime. From this remark and the multiplicative property (4.02), the lemma follows.

Lemma 5.4. // —n is not a square, then (i) y^",i

Bk(n)k~'

converges ab-

solutely for a>0, (ii) lim„,o E"=i Bk(n)k~" = Ei^i Bk(n), (iii) the sum of the
series E"=i

Bk(n)k~" is less than Ci log |4«|

log log

4«

for any positive a.

Statement
(i) follows from Lemma 5.3, (ii) follows from the convergence
of Et°=i Bk(n) and the standard continuity theorem for Dirichlet series (cf.

Landau
[2, pp. 106-107]), and (iii) is proved
— Em-i Bm(n). Then by Lemma 5.2,
«3

£
A=l

as follows.

Put

00

Bk(n)k~« = £

Ut{k-

- (A + 1)-'}

k=\
00

< C2log I AnI loglog I 4»I £ {A""- (A+ 1)-'}
= Ci log I 4mI log log I 4mI.

Uk
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Thus Lemma 5.4 is proved.
Lemma 5.5. If «<0 and —n is a square, then the series X*°=i Bk(n)k~°
converges absolutely for any positive a and its sum is uniformly less than 4 in
absolute value.
Absolute convergence
follows from Lemma 5.3. As before suppose 4a|w,
4a+1|«, and for each odd prime p dividing n, suppose b = b(p) is such that

p2b\n, p2b+2\n. Under the hypotheses, 4-aw=-7 (mod 8). Thus by (4.02), the
absolute convergence
of X)T=i Bk(n)k~", and the formulas (4.04), we have

"
ill
Y,Bk(n)k-° = h-•
i

^

21+(r

1

• •-}

22+z"

1

2a+1+(2a+1)°

1

20+1+<2a+2)<'j

P- 1
+ £+
pin
P\n

\
■

V

J

p\n

\

*2+2'

+

*
6+1+260-

j,6+l+(26+l)o-|

The first factor here is zero for <r= 0, and for o">0 its derivative
is easily seen
to be less than 3 log 2; thus the first factor is less than min (1, 3cr log 2). Also
the product over the primes dividing n is less than \\P\n {1 -\-p~l~2"}. Hence

X Bk(n)k-° < min (1, 3<rlog 2) Ü (1 + P'1")
4=1

p

< min (1, 3o-log 2)f (1 + a)
< (1 + \/a) min (1, 3trlog 2)

S 1 + 3 log 2,
which proves the lemma.

Lemma 5.6. 7/<r>0,
sum less than unity.

the series X*°=i Bk(0)k~" converges absolutely and has a

For any positive integer X, the formulas

B2n(0) = 0,

B2^-i{0) =

BpMO) = 0,

B/KiO) =

Hence Bk(0)=(pi(kll2)/k

(4.04) give immediately

1

<K2X)

2x

22*-1

p - 1 ^ <p(p*)

if k is an odd square, Bk(0) = -<p({2k}i'2)/k

half an even square, and Bk{0)=0 otherwise.
lutely convergent for <r positive. Also

Thus

X"-i

if k is

Bk{0)k~" is abso-
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¿m Bk(o)
k- = h-!-1
I
2»+*(l 0—1—0- _

n Ii + ———1
¿2+2'(l - #"1-*')/

2-1-2-)/ V I

0—l-2o-

1 _ 2-1-2'

n
V

(1 + 2-*-)(l - 2-)f(l

1

1 - P~l~2'

+ 2<r)

II (i - r2-*)-1
Hence
-

1 + 2-1-"

£ 5,(0) A- <
m

1 + 2-"

(1 - 2-")f(l + 2<r)< 1

and thus Lemma 5.6 is proved.
Although we do not need it for later use, it seems of interest to point out
that the singular series still converges in the cases discussed in the two preceding lemmas. Here the even and odd numbered
terms do not converge
separately.
In fact the singular series converges precisely because the nonvanishing odd-numbered
terms are positive and the nonvanishing
even terms
are negative, with enough mutual cancellation to produce convergence. By
appealing to the basic continuity
theorem for Dirichlet series it is easy to
see what the sum of the singular series must be in each case if it is convergent. In fact, since

AD/mt
1
2_ Bk(0)k-° =ti
(1 + 2-*)(l - 2-»-)
for positive

<r, the series

y^°-i

(1 - 2-2*)f(l + 2<r)

f(2 + 2a)

Bk(0), if convergent,

must

have

the sum

2 log 2/f(2) = 127T-2log 2. If m<0 and —m is a square, we have (for <r>0)

¿ Bk(n)k-"
= h-1—1
ii-—1
\
2°+1+u°+v°i
\
21+*(1

M

-

2-1-2')/

n, U
+ —\
\
p^°)

p-1
J,2+2<r

+ .#-l
»,6+1+260-

J _

2"°— l-(2o+2)o-

(1 - 2-i-2-)f(2 + 2<r)
and so the series
£t°-i
127T-2(l-2-a-1)
log 2.
In proving convergence

Bk(n),

j,6+l+(26+l)
-(26+l)o-/J

(i - 2-*)r(i
+ <on{••• }.

if convergent,

must

in these two cases it is actually

have

the

value

just as easy to
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prove that X"-i Bk{n)kr" converges for <r> —1/2. (We have convergence for
(i> —1/2 also in case —n is not a square, as is easily proved by a slight
modification of the discussion in §4.) Let us take the case n = 0. The case of
negative n for which —n is a square is similar, although more complicated
in detail. Let x be a positive integer greater than unity and put

...
v <l>(k)
fo(x) = X —r~>
lá4áx

Mx) =

«

4>{k)
——'

X
lá4ái,4odd

Mx) =

k

4>(k)
—-■

X
l=4Sz,4

even

«

Then

4=i <i|4
'I

a,

i=i

d

LdJ

p{d)
= xX —- + O(log x)
d=i

d'

= 6tt~2x + O(log x).

Similarly
fi{x) = 47r-2* + O(log x),
Hence,

using the evaluations

f2(x) = 2tt~2x + O(log x).

of Bk{0) given in the proof of Lemma

5.6, we

have
X ^4(0)à1'2 = Mx"2)

- 21'2/2({2*}i/2)

= 0(log *),

4-1

which shows that

X"=i

Bk{0)k~" converges

for er> —1/2 (cf. Landau

[2, p.

121]).
Lemma 5.7. Ifo-^0 and 3(t)=/3>0,

A>
„tío»

_

{2mi -

then

1
ir)3'2]

^

2mi -

ir\"

A
y

H<r,nß) oTxrn.

_

nTZx

2ißl'2+"

where

-du.
woo

«(3+")/2(2

-

u)"'2

This lemma is a generalization
of the Lipschitz formula (2.08) and is
proved in the same way, namely, by applying the Poisson summation formula

(cf. Mordell [3]).
Let us discuss the integral I{a, p) defined by (5.02). The integrand
is a
uniquely defined analytic function of u in the w-plane with cuts along the
negative real axis and along the positive real axis from +2 to + °° . For p 2:0
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we may deform

the path of integration
(0

(5.03)

into a loop about

)

the left-hand

cut(8)

girpu

I(o-,p)=f

For p i=0, we may deform

[July

,(3+0-)/2

(2 -

the path of integration

m)"2

du

(p ^ 0).

into a loop about

the right-

hand cut
(2~)

M(3+o-)/2(2 _ uyn

■^ 00

if we restrict

a to the interval

girpu

0 ^er ^ 1/2, say, we have further
■wo C

(5.04)

I(o-, p) = 2i sin — |
2 Ji

These expressions

are used in proving

e'""

-du
fa3+°"2(u - 2)"'2
the following

Lemma 5.8. For a in the interval 0 5=<r^l/2,

(p á 0).

two lemmas.

the integral

following estimates: If p^O, then \I(cr, p)\ <C3eT',/2; if p^0,

I(a, p) has the

then \l(cr, p)\

<Cie2*>'=Cie-2^i>K
The first estimate follows from (5.03) by choosing the loop as follows:
along the lower bank of the cut from — » to —1/2, then counterclockwise
on a circle of radius 1/2 around the origin, and then along the upper bank of
the cut from —1/2 to — ». The second estimate follows directly from (5.04).

Lemma 5.9. i/p^0,

then
lim 7(<r,p) = 7(0, p) =
—o

7/p^0,

2iri(TPyi2

T(3/2)

•

then
lim 7(tr, p) = 7(0, p) = 0.
°-->o

The first of these statements
follows from (5.03) and the Hankel integral
formula for the reciprocal of the gamma function (cf. Whittaker and Watson

[l, p. 245]). The second follows from (5.04).
We now proceed with the main task of this section. First we must prove
that the double series in (4.01) converges, so that we have a meaningful definition of ^5,0(1"). Let us take the double series in the first form given in (4.01),

*3,„(r) = 1 + ¿^
b

E

-1 a—00 (hi — AtV)s/2 hi — kir I"

(8) We use the notation of Watson for loop integrals. The notation in (5.03) means that the
path of integration starts at — 00 on the lower bank of the cut along the negative real axis, encircles the origin in the positive direction, and returns to — 00 on the upper bank of the cut.
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We consider

the inner sum and transform

A

it by Lemma

91

5.7:

njh, ky

h_„

{hi — kir)3t2\

hi — kir\"
00

=

X

v{h, kyk-3'2-'

X

h mod 2fc

(5.05)

{2mi-

i(r-

h/k)}~3'2

m=—oo

• | 2mi — i(r — h/k) |_<r

_

=

X

=

X

•

-

eW(r-A/*)«

/(CT, «¿3)

-5fc(»)*-'eT,r",

„rw
where of course

I {<y,nß)

Vih, k)3k~3l^" X

2^2+"

5*(w) =^_3/2Xä

mod24 "n(h, k)3e~,rihnlk. By Lemmas

5.3 and

5.8 the series
-

I(o-, nß)

„±00

2ißV2+°

X
is majorized

-Bk(n)k-°e*

by
_1
CiP^112-" X

I »|1/2¿-we-T|"'í|

1
-I-C4^-1/2_,r|-ß4(0)

n=—oo

\k~°

¿

+ Czß-1'2-" X »»/»üf-1-»«-"^'8.
n=l

Hence, since X"-=i |5*(0)|fe_<' converges
series is absolutely convergent:
"

(5.06)

"

(Lemma

5.6), the following double

I(c, nß)

X X ¿—AWir'i*».
4=1 n=-oo

2î/31/2+'r

Thus by (5.05) the double series
A

A

4=1 a=-oo

_i?(A,

¿)3_

(hi — kir)312]

hi — kir \"

is convergent and the definition (4.01) of ^3|0-(t) has meaning. Moreover
(4.01), (5.05), and the absolute convergence
of (5.06) we have

*3„(r) = 1 + X
n=_oo

Now by the bounds

of Lemmas

by

eT"" ....■■, X £*(»)*"'.
2îlô1'2+<r

,,= 1

5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.8, the outer

sum here
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converges

uniformly

in a. Also by Lemmas

[July

5.4, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.9,

r3/2

I(o-, nß) «

hm-V

M1'2 Z

Bk(n)k-' =

1 (3/2)

Bk(n) = P3(m)

if m > 0,

k=i

0

if M < 0.

Hence
lim *3,„-(t)

=

1 +

£

"^o

so that

the desired

Ps(n)eTiTn

= ^¡¡(r),

n=i

result

(5.01) is proved.

6. The case s = 3. Behavior of ^3(t) under the substitution
It is the purpose of this section to show that
(6.01)

¥,.,(-l/r)

= (-ít)3I2\

Once we prove this result,
(6.02)

-ít\°*3At).

it will follow from the limit property

*i(-1/t)

1
(-ir)m\

(5.01) that

= (-¿r)3'2*3(r).

We take the second form of the definition

where the iterated

t'=—1/r.

(4.01) of ^.„(r),

1 _ _
-iT\«

namely,

v(h, A)3

2 momo

(hi-

Air)3'2 | hi-

sum has been proved convergent

kir\"

in the preceding

section.

We have
/

1\

/ i V3'21 i \-'

I( i \3121 i

M-t)-(t) I—I
{(t)It

+ 1

+ -zZZ
2 momo
= (-îV)3'2!

(A+ Ar)3'2 I k+ AtH

+ 1

-ir\"i-¡-¡-

' l(-ir)3'2|

r,(h, A)3

-ir\"

' 2 ¿ta

(A- At)3'2| A- kr\'i

Thus by (2.05)
*».»(-—)

= (-«■)»/* |-*r|'j

i +

(-ir)8'21

1

-fr

+ 7II:
2 mo mo
Hence

the desired

relation

'
U(A, A)3

fI-

(At — kir)3/21 Ai — kir I

(6.01) will follow if we can show that

the order
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of summation
in the iterated sum here can be reversed.
For the remainder of this section <r and r will be fixed, so let us put

1

f{h, k)
Then

to

g(h, k) = „(A, *)»/(*, k).

{hi - /feiY)"2 hi - kir]'

prove

(6.01)

it

suffices

to

show

that

X4*o Xmo

g(h,

k)

= Zmo X4*o g(h, k), that is,

(6.03) lim
if-»«

X

Z

0<|*|<Af

g(A,*) = lim

0<|Ä|<oo

Jtí->»

X
0<[h¡<M

X

f(*. *),

0<]4|<oo

where we know from §5 that the limits exist. Now we claim that
follow if we can demonstrate

hm

(6.04)

X

if-»»

0<|*|<Af

Hm

(6.05)

if-»»

X g(h, k) = 0,
M¿h<x

X
0<|A|<if

(6.03) will

X

g(h, k) = 0.

Mék<»

For if (6.04) and (6.05) hold, then, in view of the known existence of the
limits in (6.03), we can assert that both sides of (6.03) are equal to

limM^oo X<K|4|<Af Zo<l*l<if g(A>&)• Thus it suffices to prove (6.04) and (6.05).
Before doing this we establish some lemmas.
Lemma 6.1. If | k\ is not a square and if a and b are both positive or both
negative, then

X vih, k)3 <48| * "»log I k\
aéhúb

In view of (2.02), it suffices to prove the lemma for positive
are, of course, (2.01) and Lemma 2.4. If k is odd we have

X vih, ky

£ (Dl

SxiC*—1)/4

aái¿6

k. Our tools

< 2e1'2 log k.

o/2âjâ6/2

\ « / I

For even k we have

X

X vih, k)3

/i=l,3,5,7

léhâb

X

-1,3,6,7

<

X

X

viß+ &v,ky

aéii+Srâb

e8'*'4

X

(a-rí/8ái'ác6-M)/8

(-j-r)\

\ | P +

8j» | / I

2(Uyi2 lug {U) ^ i&k1'2 lug k,

^=1,3,6,7

inasmuch as when k is positive and not a square
nonprincipal
residue character
modulo 4k. Thus

(k/m) is (for positive m) a
Lemma 6.1 is proved.
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Lemma 6.2. If \ h\ is not a square and if a and b are both positive or both
negative, then

V(h, A)3 < 48 I Ap'Mog | A

E

By (2.02) we may assume
£

A positive.

By (2.03) we have

v(h, A)3 = e3"'*

aékéb

£

,(-*,

A)3.

a¿lcéb

Thus Lemma 6.2 follows from Lemma 6.1.
Throughout
the remainder
real and ß is real and positive.

of this section

Lemma 6.3. For 0<cr^l/2,

|/(A, A+l)
where 0^t9^1.

-/(A,

where a is

we have

A)| <

({A-

(A + 0)a}2 + {(k + 8)ß}2yi*+"2

(Of course 6 depends upon h, k, and t.)

This follows from the first mean-value

| /(A, A+l)

let us put r=a-\-iß,

theorem

of integral

calculus:

- /(A, A) |
^

¿

max

— {hi -

osuâi I du

(3

V

(-h

a ) r

\ 2

}

= (-h

. max

At — ( A + w) vr\

osusi

+ (A + u)ít)->i2

. -(5/2+0-)

erj | r | | hi - (A + 0)tT |-»/«*).

Lemma 6.4. T^or0<(r^l/2,

| /(A+l,

(A + u)ít}"<3+"^2{-hi

A) -/(A,

we have

A)| <

(Â + 0' -

where d' is a number between 0 and 1 inclusive

«A)2+

(depending

¿202 j 5/4+0-/2

on h, A, and t).

The proof is like that of Lemma 6.3.
Now we proceed

to prove (6.04). Let M be a large positive

integer

and

let A be an integer such that 0< | A| <M. If we put Rosase ??(A,A)3= Tk(a, b),
we have by partial
«

summation

CO

E«(*. *) = E#.

CO

¿)3/(¿>*) = E 7W

A){/(A,A)-/(A+l,

A)}.
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A similar identity holds for Xa—« s(h, k).
Hence if \k\ is not a square

we have by Lemmas

96 | ¿|1/2log

X gih,k)\<
X
I
W,

{(h + 8' -

+ \)M

or

| k\

ak)2+

We split the sum on the right into two parts

M S h < (\a\

6.1 and 6.4

k2ß2}b'*+"2

5i and 52, according

as

( | a | + l)M ^ h < °o.

In 52 we have

h + 6' - ak ^ h - I ak |

/

\ol\M

^ All-rV-)

a \+

\

Í

Thus
S2 < 96 | ü¡|1/2(log | k\ )(\ a\ + l)5/2+*

X

h~s'2-"

< 96 | k |1/2(log | ¿ | )( | a | + l)!/"-3'2-*.

We split the sum 5i into two parts S{ and 5/'

| h + 9' - ak I < M/{ | a | + 1)
If 5/ is nonempty,

we must have

<

y.

or

according

as

| Ä + 6' - ak | =: Af/( | a \ +

\k\ ¡±M/(\a\

+1);

hence

961 ¿|i'2 log | ¿|

" MáKd.l+Dif

{W(|«|

+ l)}6/2+'

< 96 | ¿|1/2(log | ¿| )(| a I + iyn+«ß-si°--«M-si2-°.

For 5/' we have

5i" <

_

96 | ¿|l'2log

MéH<a«\+lW

{Jf/(|«|

+

| k\
l)}6/2+*

< 96 | k |1/2(log | * | )( | a | + l)7/2+-M-3'2-".

Hence if \k\ is not a square,

X gih, k)

we have

< Ci(t)\

¿|1/2(log

| k\ )M-

3/2-

96
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Similarly

if | A] is not a square

't, A) <Ci(t)\
If |A| is a square, the estimate
placed by some other argument.
merely estimate directly:

E g(h, A)
By breaking

A 1/2(log | A I )M-3'2-".

| Tk(a, b)\ <48| A|1/2 log | A| must be reInstead of using partial summation
we

i

< ¡Sf
E

{(a-

kay+

the sum on the right into parts

E g(h, A) <

**|8*}»'*+*'*

exactly

as above we get

Ci(t)M-"2-°.

h=M

Similarly
¿
Now there are less than
is a square. Hence
r »

E

0<\k\<M

g(h, A) < Ci(t)M-v2-°.
2M1'2 integers

—m
A—oo

<

E

0<|A|

<M

and

|A|

-j

I«(U)+Zí(U)

\h=M

A such that

I

2Ci(t) I A[»/"(log | A| )lf-3/2-" + 4ikf1/2C2(r)M-1/2-"

0<|*1<J1Í

< {4Ci(t) log M + 4C2(r)}M-'r.
But

the last expression

tends

to zero with

increasing

M. Thus

(6.04)

is

proved.
We turn to proving (6.05). Let M be a large positive integer and let h
be an integer such that 0<|A| <Af. If \h\ is not a square, we find by partial
summation as above (using Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3 instead of Lemmas 6.1 and

6.4)

E

\ A)

k-M

<Ek~L ({a-

96 | t\ I âI1'2log | A|
(k + e)a}2+

{(k + e)ß}2yi^i2
CO

< 96I t I I AI^Gog| h | )ß-*'*-E ¿-6/2~'
< C3(t)|

If \h\ is a square,

A|I/2(log

we have the direct

| A | )Af-3/2--.

estimate
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X giK k)

<

Z

\ih-

ka)2 +

^2^2}-8/4-0-/2

<

k=M

£

97

(kß)-3'2-

k=M

< Ci^M-1'2'".

Since

Zt-^»
I

Z

\h\<M
0<\h\<M

gih, k) clearly

has the same estimates,

■M
—M

oo

E«(U) + k=-x
Z«(U)

\ k=M

<

Z

we have

\

I

2C3(r) | h |1/2(log | h | )M-3'2-'

+ 4M1/2C4(r)M-1'2-"

0< | A]<Af

< (4C3(r) log M + 4C4(r)}7kí^.
Since the last expression tends to zero as M—>=o, (6.05) is proved.
Thus all the numbered statements
in this section are proved.
7. The case 5 = 3. Behavior of ^(l —1/t) as r—n'oo. In this section we
study ^,„(1 — 1/t) in order to determine
the behavior of ^(1 —1/t) as
t—>¿°o. We begin with a lemma which will enable us to perform a reversal of
order of summation.

Lemma 7.1. If h is an odd positive integer not a square, then
g- 3t¡A(4— l)/4

< 16h1'2 log h.

„S4â6 \ h /

If a > 0, b > 0, and k is an integer which is not a square, then

2 (f>

< 16 | ¿l^log

-3t¿í¡(4-1)/4

aéh&b.h

This lemma

| 4* |

odd \ n /

is easily deduced

from Lemma

2.4. (Cf. the second

half of

the proof of Lemma 6.1.)
Now we proceed.

By (4.01) and Lemma
oc

00

2.2 we have

r,(h + k, k)3

¥...(1+ t) = 1 + X X

4-1 a—oo (hi — kir)3l2\ hi — kÍT\"

¿ £Gît)"

g-3irift(4—1)/4

= 1+

4-1

fc odd \

»

/

{hi — kir)312] hi — kÍT\"

Thus by Lemma 2.3,

*...(l + r)=

»

X

Z

e-3T¿A(4-l)/4

/ k\3

(-rj-TTT-

4=-oo h odd >0 \ tl /

(ni

kir)3121 hi — kir \"

Now by using Lemma 7.1 and proceeding exactly as in §6 it is possible
prove that the order of summation
here can be reversed. Thus

to
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V

(-ir)3'2

r/

\-ir

' £

El
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— ) -i-T

\odT>o * \A/

(Ar+ A)3'21hr+ k\'

/b\3

= (-iryi2\-ir\"

„-ÍTÍ(hk-h+l)li

D Z(-)-¡-r

todd>o * \ A/

(—hir

— ki)3l2\ — hir — ki\°
(k\3

— ] e-**¡hkH

A/

• E {-Air - (A - 8Aw)í}-3'2| -hir - (A - 8Aw)¿I-".
m

By applying Lemma 5.7 we get
*3,/l-)

= (-*Y)3'2|

\

-tV|'

X)

r /

e31«"-1»'4

A odd>0

_
y^

• (Ah)-3I2~'

7(<r,«0/4)

_—_——-

.

E

( — je-3-"'4

it mod 8A \ A /

2i(P74)1/2+*

g»<(T/4+t/(4A))m

In view of (2.14) this becomes
/
*i..(l-)=
\

1\

(-ir)3'2|-

,

t __»
»V ' Z

T/

Aodd>0

.

= (_tV)»/î|-ir|*

__,
I(a, mß/A)
X«2"Tm/8-^-^-^-D^niihm

_

iß1'^*

_

/(ff, w/3/4)

E

Z

e2"-»/8-A--'-fa-Bh(m)h-".

Aodd>0

m = 3(mod8)

ißll2+"

Now by proceeding exactly as in §5 it is possible
permute the summations
on A and m and then go to
(Actually the process is simpler here, for, since m = 3
a square, and thus one of the troublesome points of
Hence we have (by Lemma 5.9)

to show that we may
the limit term by term.
(mod 8), —m cannot be
§5 does not arise here.)

*■('- r)
(7.01)

= (-ir)3'2

_
£
m>0,m= 3(mod8)

= (-ÍT)3l2e3*"l*J2

"

n=0

(2x)3'2/l
V'2
( — m)

««""»/»

T(3/2)

(2*-)3'2/

\ 8

3 V'2

e2™" ——— (m + — )
r(3/2)

\

8 /

/

_
£

Bh(m)

Aodd >0

„

£

J5A(8» + 3).

h odd >0

In view of (6.02) and (7.01) we may now conclude by the method sketched
in §2 that #3(0|t)3 and ¥3(t) are identical. Thus

(7.02)

n(n) = P3(n)

where p3(m) is defined by (1.01) and has the evaluation

(n = 1, 2, • • • ),
(4.08). Now clearly
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(7.03)
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n(n) = X Rzin/d2),
<P\n

where R3(n) is the number of primitive representations
of n as the sum of
three squares (that is, representations
in which the only common divisor of

the three squares is unity). Thus (7.02), (7.03), and (4.10) imply that
(7.04)

R3(n) = P3(n)

(n = 1, 2, ■■ ■ ),

where pz(n) is given by (4.09). We combine (7.02) and (7.04) in the following theorem,

Theorem

the main result of this paper.

B. For any positive integer n we have
!6

1
-r-r /
1
Ü I 1 H-F

T

p2|„

r3(n) = p3(n) = — nli2xi{n)K{-4n)

P

\

p

+i

+ ^{1-(z7^)}}">

P*-1

P

where b = b(p) is the largest integer such that p2b\ n,

" /-4n\

*(-4rc) = X(-)-■

1

n=i V m / m

and, if 4a is the highest power of 4 dividing n,

Í0

if 4-"w= 7 (mod8),

1/2-

if 4-"n = 3 (mod 8),

3/2-+1

if 4-«» = 1, 2, 5, 6 (mod 8).

Further,
Gn

R3(n) = P3(n) = —nl'2K(-4n),
IT

where

/ 0
Gn =<

if » se 0, 4, 7 (mod 8),

16

if n = 3 (mod 8),

*24
Since #3(0| 1 —1/t)3 and^3(l

if n m 1, 2, 5, 6 (mod 8).

—1/t) are identical, we have by (2.15) and

(7.01)
(00

\3

»

/

n=0

-£ e2rir»<n+l)l2 \ = ^

Ji—oo

In other

words,

the number

e2"™

(2-k)312 /

3V/2

T(3/2)

8/

(« + — )
\

of representations

X

Bh(8,l + 3).

Aodd>0

of a non-negative

integer

n
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as the sum of three triangular

numbers

(27r)3'2/

3X1'2

(7.05) —-—(«
T(3/2)

+ —)
\

8/

_

£

[July

is given by the positive

Bh(8n+3)

value

-,

= 2ir(8n + 3y'2T,Bh(8n

6odd>0

+ 3).

h=l

(We have used the fact that X2(8m+ 3) = 1.) This side result is not surprising,
since it is easy to see directly that the number of representations
of n as the
sum of three triangular numbers is equal to r3(8w + 3), which, by the theorem
just proved, is equal to the right-hand
expression in (7.05).
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